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**Coming Events**

**Inter Club Rally** has been cancelled.

**Proserpine Swap Meet** at Show Ground on 21-22 April

**NQ Wheels** at Rolllingstone on 13th May

**FNQ Rotary Field Day** at Walkamin on 30-31 May

**National Rally** at Bileola on 20-22 July

Good day fellow members, at a special meeting it was decided to cancel the **Inter Club Rally** at this time, we hope that this has not inconvenienced too many people but we hope to see you at the National Rally in July.

Doesn’t seem to be a lot happening around in the sheds, Ian Williams has run his restored Fairmont engine and I have made good progress on my prewar Fairmont.

A couple of Sundays ago we were invited to the opening of Michael Pirrone’s Museum along with a BBQ.

Over the years he has collected quite a large number of tractors mostly Ford and has restored a few Ford cars. One might say that he was a Ford fanatic. I didn’t ask if he liked Peter Brock.

He has built quite a large shed on his cane farm at Ayr and down one side he has a tractor display. Four Fordsons represent all the models from the first built to a post war model, an international and a Fergy make up the rest of the tractors on display, there are still dozens stashed away in sheds.

Along the opposite wall is his collection of cars, (should have written it all down instead of relying on my memory) but his two restored Mustangs were there and also a restored Falcon and model Ford T.

There were numerous small exhibits around the walls and floor...
space, including around six mounted Ford V8 engines all different. The display is a credit to the Pirrone family.
For all your insulating requirements on roofs, mobile homes, caravans etc see the new space age Thermashield from Jesse’s Quality Paints - Your One Stop Paint Store - 14 Carlton St Kirwan.
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